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1. INTRODUCTION 
Feynman gave, in 1951 [a], an essentially heuristic formulation for an 
operational calculus for noncommuting operators. His “rules,” roughly 
described, are as follows: 
(1) Attach time indices to the operators to specify the order of 
operation in products. 
(2) With the indices attached, form functions of these operators by 
treating them as if they were commuting. 
(3) Finally, “disentangle” the resulting expressions; that is, restore 
the conventional ordering of the operators. 
Feynman says [4, p. 1 lo] of the disentangling process, “The process is not 
always easy to perform and, in fact, is the central problem of this operator 
calculus.” Feynman did not attempt to prove his results in a mathematical 
sense, and it is not always clear how his rules are to be applied even 
formally. 
In recent work [9], the authors have provided a way of formulating and 
making rigorous some of Feynman’s ideas and, especially, his main 
“theorem” on disentangling exponential factors (see [4, Sect. 33 as well as 
later applications) in a setting which includes problems appropriate in the 
theory of (probabilistic) diffusion and ordinary quantum mechanics [8, 9, 
16-181. Functional integration, in particular, the Wiener and Feynman 
integrals, are used throughout [9] and serve to facilitate the disentangling 
process. We should mention that some possible relations with path 
integration were already suggested in Feynman’s paper [4, p. 108 and 
Appendixes A-C, pp. 124-1271 but in a form rather different from that 
adopted here. 
Let @, @+, and C; denote, respectively, the complex numbers, the 
complex numbers with positive real part, and the nonzero complex 
numbers with nonnegative real part. Let LZ(RN) denote the space of Bore1 
measurable, C-valued functions tj on RN such that j11/12 isintegrable with 
respect to Lebesgue (abbreviated Leb.) measure on KY”. 
Given t > 0, let C’ denote the space of continuous functions x on [0, t] 
with values in RN. We regard C’ as equipped with the supremum norm. Let 
CL denote Wiener space, that is, the set of all x in C’ which vanish at 0. m, 
will denote Wiener measure on C; [6,22]. 
Let F be a Bore1 measurable function from C’ to @. Given I >O, 
rl/ E L2(RN), and r E RN, we consider the expression 
(K;(F)+)(5) = k; F(A- l/*x + 4) rC/(lbp”*x(t) + 5) dm,(x). (1.1) 
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The operator-valued function space integral K;.(F) exists for I > 0 if ( 1 .l) 
defines K:(F) as an element of Y(L’(R”)), the space of bounded linear 
operators on L*(R”). If, in addition, K;(F), as a function of 1, has an 
extension to an analytic function on @+ and a strongly continuous 
function on @;, we say that K;(F) exists for 2 E @; . When i is purely 
imaginary, K;,(F) is called the (analytic) operator-valued Feynman integral 
of F. 
Remarks 1.1. (a) It is not necessary that the Bore1 measurable 
function F above (often referred to as a “functional”) be defined on all of 
C’; it is enough that, for every A> 0, F(iP”‘x + 0 is delined for m, x 
Leb.-a.e. (almost every) (x, 5) E Ch x RN. There is an associated equivalence 
relation which turns out to be natural: Functions F and G are said to be 
equivalent (F- G) if, for every A> 0, F(I-‘12x + 5) = G(l-~ “*x + 5) 
for m, x Leb.-a.e. (x, 0 E CA x RN. The measure-theoretic technicalities 
associated with these matters will be discussed briefly just before 
Proposition 2.1. 
(b) The definition of the functional integral K;,, essentially as above, 
was given in [2]. A discussion of Feynman’s heuristic ideas and how they 
lead to this definition is provided in [7]. 
A brief discussion of the Feynman path integral along with some 
references can be found in [9, pp. 10-l 11. Various aspects of Feynman’s 
operational calculus are also considered in that paper. 
In Section 6 of [9], the authors introduced a certain Banach algebra 
& = &, of functions on C’, to be defined in Section 5 below, and showed 
that, for every FE &r and I E @ ; , K;,(F) exists and is given by a generalized 
Dyson series (GDS). The GDS for K;.(F) serves to disentangle this 
operator. A natural question arises: Given F and G in &I, can the operator 
K:(F) K;(G) be disentangled? One of the main results discussed below 
shows that the answer is in the afftrmative. In fact, we introduce a noncom- 
mutative multiplication * of Wiener functionals and show that if FE.~~, 
and GE~&~~, then F* GE&,,+~~ and 
K;! + 12(F * G) = K;!(F) K;,l(G). (1.2) 
We also introduce a companion operation, a noncommutative 
“addition,” denoted by i. If FE &,, and GE r;3,,,, then F i GE d,, +tz; 
moreover, we have the following equality in A ,, +(*: 
exp(F i G) = exp(F) * exp(G). (1.3) 
By combining (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain 
K;j +(2(exp(E’ i G)) = K;‘(exp(F)) K;f(exp(G)). (1.4) 
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Formulas (1.3) and (1.4) illustrate how the operations * and i can be 
used to provide rigorous interpretations of certain paradoxical formulas of 
Feynman such as [3, Eq. (4), p. 110, and Eq. (8), p. 1111. 
Equations (1.2) and (1.4) hold, in fact, in a more general context: 
suitably interpreted, they are theorems about the functional integrals Ki( .) 
and, in particular, about the Feynman integral. (See Theorems 4.1,4.2, 
and Corollary 4.1.) 
The new operations * and i are motivated in part by the work of the 
authors [9] and of Lapidus [ 14, p. 12; 16, p. 1301. They play a central role 
in this paper and permit us to deepen our study of the noncommutative 
aspects of Feynman’s operational calculus. 
We finish this introduction by describing briefly the contents of the 
succeeding sections. In Section 2, we discuss various measure-theoretic 
preliminaries. Algebraic properties of * and i are our concern in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we establish Eqs. (1.2) and (1.4) in the general framework of 
the functional integrals KB(. ). Finally, in Section 5, we consider the above 
noncommutative operations within the setting of the Banach algebras .rS; 
and apply the results of Section 4 to obtain Eqs. (1.2) and (1.4) in this con- 
text; in the process, we resolve the question concerning the disentangling of 
K;!(F) Q(G). 
Some of the results of this paper were announced in [lo]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: MAPS, MEASURES, AND MEASURABILITY 
Throughout the paper, we will need various maps between spaces of con- 
tinuous functions and related results involving measures and measurability. 
Proposition 2.1, which concludes this section, will help us to show in Sec- 
tion 3 that the operations * and i are well-defined. At least on first 
reading, one may wish to skip the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Let C”,’ denote the space of all V-valued continuous functions on the 
interval [a, h]. Let C;” denote the associated Wiener space; that is, 
CtfJ := {x E CUJ? x(u) = 0). (2.1) 
m rr,h will denote Wiener measure on C;fxb. Frequently, we will have a = 0 
and then we will write C’, Ck, and mb rather than C?‘, C$b, and mO,b, 
respectively. 
We begin by considering two restriction maps and a translation map all 
of which will be involved in the definitions of the operations * and i. 
Suppose that a < b -=z c and let R,: C”,’ -+ C“,’ be the map of restriction to 
the first part of the interval. If we want to emphasize that R, depends on a, 
b, and c, we will write Rr;,‘,’ rather than simply R,. So 
R’~.‘%‘(x)(s) = R,(x)(s) :=x(s), a d s 6 6. (2.2) 
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Similarly, R2 will denote the map of restriction to the second part of the 
interval; that is, 
R:h,‘(~)(~) = (R2x)(s) :=x(s), b<ssc. (2.3) 
In this paper and, we expect, in later work, we will need certain 
variations on the maps and results which we are describing. When these 
differ only slightly from items being discussed here, we will usually treat 
them briefly. For example, if [a, b] is partitioned into n subintervals, R.i 
will denote the map which restricts x in C“,’ to the jth subinterval, 
j= 1, 2, . ..) n. 
Let T: Cu.’ + Ch ” be the translation map 
T”T~(x)(s) = T(x)(s) := x(a + s), O<s<b-a. (2.4) 
The restriction To of T to Ctt,h as range C’iPU. Further, the stationarity of 
the increments of the Wiener process yields 
mh-u=mo,b 0 T,-‘. (2.5) 
Equation (2.5) along with (2.7) below will be instrumental in the proof of 
Eq. (1.2); the latter equation will be used in turn in the proof of Eq. (1.4). 
There are three bijective maps, p1 , p2, p3, onto product spaces which we 
will find useful. Given a < b < c, p, : C;” -+ C;b x C$’ is defined by 
P,(X) := (R,(x), &(x) -x(b)). (2.6) 
Since the Wiener process has independent increments, 
m (1.c o pr’ = mrr,h x rnh,‘,. (2.7) 
We will often regard p,, p2, and pX as identifying the spaces involved. For 
example, given x in C;’ we will often write (y, z) in place of x, where 
y = R,x and z = R,x -x(b). It is then natural to write m, (‘= ma,h x mh,< 
rather than (2.7). 
pz: Pb + RN x Qh is defined by 
p*(x) := (x(a), x - x(u)). (2.8) 
We will frequently think of RN x Cc” or, under the “identification” p2, Co,‘, 
as equipped with the measure Leb. x mu,b, where Leb. denotes Lebesgue 
measure on RN. 
Finally, given a <b cc, p3: C”,” + RN x COO.’ x Cgb”. is defined by 
p&x) := (x(a), R, x -x(a), R,x - x(b)). (2.9) 
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We will sometimes think of RN x C;f,” x Cgc or, under the “identification” 
p3, cu3”, as equipped with the measure Leb. x ma,b x rn,,<. Given (5, y, z) in 
RN x C;l,h x cp, we will often write x = (5, y, z) rather than the more 
precisely correct equality x = p; ‘([, y, 2). Similarly, given (r, y) in 
RN x Qh, we will often write x = (5, y) rather than x = pz ‘({, y). 
The spaces of continuous functions above are equipped with the sup 
norm topology. Under these topologies R, and R, are continuous maps 
and T, pl, p2, and p3 are all homeomorphisms. 
Let F and F, be C-valued Bore1 measurable functions on the space CU,’ 
which is identified, via the map pz above, with RN x Qb. Experience with 
standard measure-theoretic settings suggests that we require functions to be 
defined Leb. x rn,. h- a.e. and that we regard F and F, as equivalent provided 
that F(x + 5) = F,(x + 4) for Leb. x m,,-a.e. (5, x) in RN x C;;,h. However, 
due to the pathology of Wiener measure under change of scale and the fact 
that a continuum of positive scalings enter into the definition of the 
analytic operator-valued Feynman integral, we need instead to use more 
refined equivalence classes. We will say that F is equivalent to F,, and 
write F-F,, provided that, for every p > 0, F(px+ 4) = F,(px + 5) (or 
F(& px)= F,(& px)) for Leb. xm,,,-a.e. (5, x) in RN x Czh. For a dis- 
cussion of this topic and various matters related to it, see [ 13; 9, 
pp. 10-131. 
We conclude this section with a rather technical proposition which will 
be needed as we continue; in particular, it will enable us to show that the 
operations * and i, which will be introduced in the next section, are well- 
defined when thought of as acting on the appropriate equivalence classes of 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a < b < c. 
(i ) Suppose F, F, : CU.’ + @ are Bore1 measurable and that F- F,. 
Then Fo R,, F,~R,:C”~“+@ and FOR, m F, 0 R,. Similarly, if H, H,: 
C’,” + @ are Bore1 measurable and H N H,, then Ho R,, H, 0 R,: C”3’ + C 
andHoR,-H,oR,. 
(ii) Suppose G, G,: C’-b -+ 62 are Bore1 measurable and that G N G, . 
Then GoT’.‘oR~, Gl~Th,‘oR2: Cu.‘+@ andG~Tb.“aR2~G10Tb~‘oR2. 
Proof: (i) Given x = (5, y, z) E C”,” = RN x C2b x C$<, R,x = 
R,(<, y, z) = (5, y) E [WN x C;b = C”,b. Let p > 0 be fixed. By assumption, 
F(PY + 5) = F,(PY + 5) or F(t, PY) = F,(t, PY) for Leb. x m,b-a.e. (5, Y). 
Then (F~R,)(t, PY, PI = (F,~R,)(5, PY, PZ), that is, 1;(5, PY) = F,(5, PY) 
for Leb. x mu,h‘ a.e. (5, y) E RN x C$’ and euery z E Qb. Certainly then 
(f’oR,)(t, PY, Pz) = (F, o R,)(L Py, Pz) for Lb. X %,b X mb,c-a-e. (4, y, z) E 
[wN x cab x cb.1 
0 0 . 
580/81.1-6 
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In the proof just given, after R, is applied to (5, py, pz), pz is no longer 
present. The corresponding statement is not quite true when R, is involved 
and this makes the next proof more complicated. 
Given x = (5, y, z) E P” = [WN x C;” x C$“, R,x = R2(<, y, z) = 
(5 + y(b), z) E RN x cp = Ch2(‘. Let p > 0 be fixed. Since H - H, , H([, pz) = 
H,(t, pz) for Leb. x mb,<-a.e. (5, Z)E RN x C$c. Let A c R”‘x C$c be the 
Leb. x m,,,.-null exceptional set; that is, ~8 = { (5, z) E RN x @: H(<, pz) # 
H,(t, PI}. We wish to show that (HoR,)(i, PY, PZ) = (H, oRJ(i, PY, PZ), 
that is, H([ + py(h), pz) = H,(i + py(b), pz) for 
(i, y,z)ERNXCp 
Leb. x mu,6 x m,,,,-a.e. 
x C$‘. In fact, we will show more. We will show that for 
every y E Ccb, H(i + py(b), pz) = H,(i + py(b), pz) for Leb. x mh,,.-a.e. (i, z) 
in RN x C$c. 
Fix YE C;b. To complete the proof, we will show that A?’ := {(c, z) E 
RN x cp: (i + py(b), z) E A} . is a Leb. x mh,,.-null set. Since J& is Leb. x 
mh,,.-null, the section A(‘) is Leb. null for mb,,.-a.e. z E C$‘. Take any z such 
that A”’ is Leb. null. Sectioning 4’ at z we obtain 
(d#ty = ({E RN: (i + py(b), z) E dif} 
= {~ERN:~+py(b)EJd(=)) 
= {(E RN: &tP-py(6)) 
= A?+) - py(b). 
But A”” is null and Lebesgue measure is translation invariant on RN and 
so Jy”;’ = &l(z) - py(h) is null. Since (A’)(‘) is Leb. null for mh,,.-a.e. 
ZE C$(, A” is null as we wished to show. 
(ii) Let T= Th-‘: Ch.’ + C’ -’ be the translation map as in (2.4) 
(except that the interval is different). Of course, we can think of T as 
follows; T: RN x C$’ + RN x ChPb. Note that T(& z) = (5, T,,z) = (15, Toz), 
where I denotes the identity map on RN and To is the restriction of T to 
PC Hence 0 . 
(Leb.xm,,.)~T-‘=(Leb.~rP’)x(m,,.~T,-’)=Leb.xm,+,, (2.10) 
where the last equality follows from (2.5). 
Because of the second part of (i), we can establish (ii) by showing that 
G 0 T- G, 0 T. Let p > 0 be fixed. We wish to show that (G 0 T)(& pz) = 
(G, 0 T)(t, pz) or G(<, pT,z) = G,(<, pT,z) for Leb. x m,,,-a.e. (5, z) E 
RNxCt’. Since G-G,, G(&px)=G,([,&) except for a Leb.xm,-,-null 
exceptional set A. Thus A = {(r, x) E RN x Chwb: G(& px) # G,(& px)} is 
Leb. xm,.-,-null. Let A”= {(t, Z)E R/x C$‘: (t, TOz)~A!}. Note that 
A?‘= T-‘(A). From this, (2.10), and the fact that A is Leb. xm,.-,-null 
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we can write (Leb. x m,,,.)(J’) = (Leb. x VZ~,~)(T-‘(A)) = (Leb. x m,.-,) 
(A) =O. It follows that G([, pT,z) = G,(<, pT,z) for Leb. xmb,,.-a.e. (5, z) 
in RN x C$c as desired. 1 
3. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE OPERATIONS * AND i 
In this section, we introduce the noncommutative multiplication * and 
the noncommutative addition i and present some of their algebraic 
properties. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will assume, usually without explicit 
mention, that the functions introduced are Bore1 measurable. (Actually, 
except for Theorem 3.1, the results of the present section can be thought of 
purely algebraically.) Also as we continue, t, t,, t,, . . . will denote positive real 
numbers. 
Let F and G be functions on C” and P, respectively. Both F * G and 
F i G are to act on C” f’2. Given x E C” + ‘*, we define xi E C” and x2 E C’* 
by 
and 
Xl(S) =x(s), SE co, t,l, 
(3.1) 
x*(s) = x(t, + $1, SE co, f21. 
Note that xi is the restriction of x to [IO, tl] and x2 is the restriction of x to 
[t,, t, + t2] followed by translation to [0, t2]. In terms of the brief form of 
the notation from Section 2, 
x, = R,x and x2 = (To R*)(X). (3.1)’ 
We now define F * G and F 4 G as @-valued functions on Pfr2 via the 
formulas 
and 
(F * G)(x) = F(x,) . GM (3.2) 
(F i G)(x) = F(x,) + G(x,). 
Alternately, we can write formulas (3.2) and (3.3) as 
(3.3) 
and 
(F * G)(x) = (Fo R,)(x). (Go To R2)(x) (3.2)’ 
(F i G)(x) = (Fo R,)(x) + (Go To R*)(x). (3.3)’ 
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Remark 3.1. In the definitions of * and 4, one can begin to see con- 
nections with Feynman’s time-ordering ideas [4]. Both Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) 
involve time-ordering. F(x,) depends on the part of the path x over the 
interval [0, t,], whereas G(x,) depends on the part of x over the later time 
interval [t,, t, + r,]. 
We will need to work with equivalence classes of functions rather than 
with the functions themselves. Our first result shows that the equivalence 
relation -, introduced in Remark 1.1 (a) and discussed further in Section 2, 
is compatible with the operations * and i. Once we have this result in 
hand, we will usually follow the standard measure-theoretic convention 
and blur the distinction between equivalence classes and their represen- 
tatives. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F, F,: C” + @ and let G, G,: Cl2 + @ and suppose that 
F-F, andG-G,. Then 
F*GmF,*G, and F/ G-F, i G,. (3.4) 
Proof: Proposition 2.1 assures us that Fo R, -F, 0 R, and that 
GC To R, - G, 0 To R,. The result now follows from the compatibility of - 
with the usual product and sum and from the definition of * and i as 
Eqs. (3.2)’ and (3.3)’ make particularly clear. 1 
It is rather evident that * and i are noncommutative operations (even if 
t, = tz); however, these operations do have a variety of pleasant algebraic 
properties as the next three theorems show. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Algebraic properties of *). (1) Let F, F,: C” -+ @ and let 
G, G,: Cf2+@; let CI, BE@. Then 
and 
(ctF+/?F,) * G=cr(F* G)+b(Fl *G) (3Sa) 
F* (aG+/lG,)=cc(F* G)+p(F* G,). (3Sb) 
(2) Let F: C’l -+ C, G: Crz + a3, and H: C’) + c. Then (F * G) * H and 
F * (G * H) are @-valued functions on C”+ ** + *I and 
(F*G)*H=F*(G*H). (3.6) 
(3) Let 1 be thefunction identically equal to one on C[O, 0] = C( {O}). 
Then for all F: C’ -+ @, 
F*l=l*F=F. (3.7) 
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Proof: The bilinearity (3.5) of * is easily verified as is (3.7). The key to 
establishing the “associativity” of * is to show that, for any x E C” +‘*+13, 
both sides of (3.6) when applied to x, yield F(x,) G(xZ) H(x~), where x, 
and x2 are given by (3.1) and 
XJ(S) = x(t, + t, + s), s E lx, [,I. (3.8) 
The two arguments are similar. We carry out the proof that 
C(F* G) * W(x) = F(x,) G(x,) H(xx). (3.9) 
By definition of *, 
C(F* G) * W(x) = (f’* Wx’,) Wx;), (3.10) 
where x;(s) =x(s), SE [0, t, + tJ, and x;(s) = x(t, + tz + s), SE [0, t3]. 
Note that x; = xj so that the second factor on the right-hand side of (3.10) 
is just H(x3). Hence, it remains to show that (F* G)(x’,) = F(x,) G(x,). 
But, by definition, 
(F* G)(x;) = F(x;‘) G(x;), (3.11) 
where x~(s)=x’,(s), SE [0, t,], and x;I(~)=x;(t, +s), SE [0, t,]. Hence, it 
remains only to show that x; = x1 and x$’ = x2. 
But t,+s~[t,,t,+t,] since s~[O,t~] and so x’,(t,+s)=x(t,+s). 
Hence x;(s)=x’,(~~+s)=x(~,+s) for s~[O,t,]; that is, x;l=x, as 
desired. 
Finally, x’,(s) =x(s) since SE [0, t,] and so x;(s) = x(s), SE [0, tr]. 
Hence x; = x1 as desired. m 
THEOREM 3.3 (Algebraic properties of 4 ). (1) Let F, F‘,: C” + @ and 
let G,G,:Cfz+@; let a,p~@. Then 
(cxF+ j?F,) i (MG + BG,) = cr(F i G) + b(F, i G,). (3.12) 
(2) Let F: C” --) C, G: C” --f C, and H: C” + 63. Then 
(F/G)/H=F/(GjH). (3.13) 
(3) Let 0 be the function identically equal to zero on C[O, 0] = 
C( (0)). Then for afl F: C’ -+ @, 
FjO=O/ F=F. (3.14) 
Proof The “associativity” of 4 is obtained just as in the proof of (3.6) 
by showing that both sides of (3.13), when applied to x E C”+ Q+ ‘3, yield 
Fb,) + G(x,) + W-4. 
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As for the linearity of i, we note that (3.11), when applied to 
XEC ‘I + Q + ‘), is equivalent to the equality 
(aF+ BF, )(XI + (MC + PC, )(A 
= W(‘(XI) + GM)+ P(F,(x,)+ G,(xz)). I 
We conclude this section by giving two properties relating * and i. Two 
further examples of such properties are provided by Eqs. (5.30) and (5.33) 
of Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F: C” -+ @ and let G: Cl2 -+ C. 
(1) F i G, exp( F i G), and exp(F) * exp(G) all map C” +I2 to C and 
we have 
exp(F i G) = exp(F) * exp(G). (3.15) 
(2) Let n be a positive integer. With the conventions indicated in 
Remark 3,2(b) below, 
(F i G)“= c ‘! -FFP*GY. 
p+y=“P! 4! 
(3.16) 
Remarks 3.2. (a) By (3.15) we also have exp(G i F)=exp(G) * 
exp(F), but, due to the noncommutativity involved, these quantities are not 
equal to exp(F i G). An analogous comment applies to (3.16). 
(b) In (3.16) we interpret F” to be 1 I,, where 1 ,, is the function which 
is identically one on [0, tl]; further, Go is interpreted as l,, with l,, 
similarly defined. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We first establish the exponential formula (3.15). 
For x E C’l +Q we have 
[exp(F i G)](x) = exp[(F -k G)(x)] = exp[F(x,) + G(x,)] 
=evU(xJl expCG(xJl = (exp F)(xdexp Wd 
= C(expF’) * exp(G)l(x). 
We next derive the binomial formula (3.16). Let x E C”+ I*. 
(F i G)” (x) = [F(xj) + G(x,)]” 
FP(x,) Wx,) 
=p+;zn& (F;” *G’?(x). (3.17) 
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Note that in the last equality of (3.17) we have made use of 
Remark 3.2(b) according to which 
F”(x,) = F”(x,) lf2(x2) = (F” * l,,)(x) = (F” * G’)(x) 
and 
Gn(x2) = 1 rl(~,) G”(x,) = (l,, * G”)(x) = (F” * G”)(x). 1 
The reader should keep in mind that the results of this section hold for 
equivalence classes of functionals; however, except for Theorem 3.1, they 
clearly hold for pointwise operations as well. 
4. THE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRALS Kf, AND THE OPERATIONS * AND i 
In this section, we present results relating the noncommutative 
operations introduced in Section 3 and the functional integrals KS. defined 
in Section 1. 
Let F and G be @-valued functions on C” and C’*, respectively. We 
originally conjectured the formula 
K;.’ + “(F * G) = Kfi’( F) K;*(G), (4.1) 
for FE &,, and G E 5;4,,. (The definition of the Banach algebras &,, t > 0, 
from [9, Sect. 63, will be reviewed in Section 5.) It is still in the framework 
of the Banach algebras that we will provide in the next section an affir- 
mative answer to our question, discussed in the Introduction, about the 
possibility of disentangling K;!(F) K;.*(G). However, it turns out that 
Eq. (4.1) itself is true in much greater generality; we establish it here for the 
functional integrals K;, t >O, 1, EC; and, in particular, for the Feynman 
integral (A EC; \C +). The case where I > 0 is treated in Theorem 4.1, 
whereas the case A E C ; is dealt with in Corollary 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A> 0 and suppose that F: C” + C and G: C’* + @ are 
such that K;f(F) and KY( (Gj ) exist. Then KY + ‘z(F * G) exists and formula 
(4.1) holds. 
Remark 4.1. Let A > 0. If we assumed in Theorem 4.1 only that KY(G) 
exists [see (l.l)], this would mean that, for any cp E L2(IWN) and for 
Leb.-a.e. 5, 
s c;* G(K”*x+ t) cp(A-“2x(t2) + 4) dm,,(x) (4.2) 
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exists as an absolutely convergent integral and defines a function of 5 
which is in L2(R”‘). It is not required by the definition that 
(4.3) 
is an L2-function of & However, our use of the Fubini theorem in the proof 
below does require this. It is in order to justify the use of the Fubini 
theorem that we have assumed the existence of K;:(IGI). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The arguments will depend heavily on the 
notation and results given in Section 2. 
Let 1. > 0 and Ic/ E L2(R”) be given. The first equality in (4.4) below 
follows from the definition of *. (See (3.2)‘.) The second, third, and fourth 
equalities in (4.4) are the main steps in the proof. The second equality 
follows from (2.7), which relies on the independent increment property of 
the Wiener process; the fourth results from the application of the trans- 
lation map given in (2.4) and from (2.5), which rests on the stationarity of 
the increments of the Wiener process; the third equality follows from the 
application of the restriction maps given in (2.2) and (2.3) and from the 
Fubini theorem. The use of the Fubini theorem will be justified below. 
In (4.4), we make implicit use of the maps p,, p2, and pX given in (2.6), 
(2.8), and (2.9), respectively, which identify appropriate spaces of con- 
tinuous functions. We remind the reader that we write CA rather than C:‘. 
(G! + ‘YF * W)(t) 
(1) = 
i 
,,+,z (FoR,)(A-“~x+<)(G~T~R~) (A--““x+5) 
CO 
.t4-“2x(tl + f2)+ <I dm,,+&) 
. (G 0 To R2)(& i ‘/‘y, 3, - “2z) 
. tiW”‘z(fl + t2)+~p”2~(t,)+ t) d(m,, xm,,,,,+,,)(y, z) 
5 j”@ F(L A-“2y) {j-(. ,, I l+l* (Go T)(< + l-“2y(t,), ;I -“‘z) 
0 0 
. ti(~p”2z(f, + f2)+ ~p”2y(tl) + 4) dm,,,,,+,,(z) 1 h,(y) 
(4) = lc,, F(l~‘y+5){~~,,~G(J1’2~~+A-~‘i2y(fl)f5) 
0 0 
. rCl(~-“2w(t2) + Am “‘I + t) h,(w) 
1 
W,(y) 
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E (K;,‘(F) K;:(G)$)(t). (4.4) 
Note that in (l), (5), and (6) we have made use of the definition of K: 
given in (1.1). 
To justify the use of the Fubini theorem, it will be convenient to work 
backwards beginning with expression (5) above. That expression exists 
with F, G, and $ replaced by 1 FI, (GI, and I$1 as we next explain. Since we 
have assumed that K;.2( GI ) exists, the function 
$(O := (WIGI) 111/l J(i) 
= 
s c~ IG(i- %+ [)I I$(i--“‘w(t*) + i)l dm,,(w) (4.5) 
belongs to L2(RN) as a function of i. Then, since K;(F) exists, we know 
that for Leb.-a.e. 5 E RN, 
s c; M-“*Y+ 511 $V1’*y(fd + 5) dw,W < +a. (4.6) 
By combining (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain the existence (for Leb.-a.e. 5) of 
expressions (5) and (4) in (4.4) with absolute values on F, G, and $. 
Finally, to go from (4) to (3), we use (2.5) and the change of variables 
theorem, but, this time, with JFI, (GI, and I$\ involved. This shows that 
the Fubini theorem can be applied to (3) (without absolute values) to 
yield (2). 1 
Remarks 4.2. (a) It is not our present concern, but it appears that the 
proof given above carries over to the setting of a certain class of stochastic 
processes which includes the Wiener process as one example. 
(b) Assume that G,: C” + @ dominates G in the sense that, for 2 > 0 
and for Leb. x m,,-a.e. (5, w) E [WN x Cg, IG(A-“*w + t)l d G,(I- “*w + 5). 
Then, the existence of Ky(G,) for ;C > 0 implies that of KT( IGl ) [and of 
K%(G)] for ,J > 0. This simple observation will be of use to us in Section 5 
(see, in particular, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.3) and should be kept in 
mind by the reader throughout the rest of this section. 
Next we proceed to Corollary 4.1 and the case II E @ ; . We wish to make 
assumptions on F and G which will insure the existence of K>! + ‘z(F * G) 
and the validity of Eq. (4.1) for all 1. E C ; . A minimal set of assumptions 
would seem to be that K;!(F) and K?(G) exist for all 1 E C; . In fact, we will 
make one mild additional assumption: the existence, for all 1 >O, of 
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K?( IG(). (In [lo], we assumed the existence of Q( ICI) for all 2 E C ; , 
which was more than is needed; on the other hand, we neglected to assume 
that K;.2(G) exists for all II E UZ; .) We remind the reader that the case 
1 E C ; \@ + corresponds to the analytic operator-valued Feynman integral. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that F: C” + C and G: C’= + @ are such that 
K?(F) and K;.z(G) exist for all 1 E C; and that Kp( [Cl) exists for all 1> 0. 
Then Kit + ‘*(I; * G) exists for all 13. E @ ; and 
K;,’ + ‘Z(F * G) = K;!(F) K;(G). (4.7) 
Proof: According to Theorem 4.1, Eq. (4.7) holds for all ,I > 0; the cases 
1 E 0ZZ + and 2 E @; can now be dealt with by analytic continuation and 
strong continuity, respectively. 1 
Remark 4.3. Recall that, in Remark 3.1, we pointed out the connection 
between time-ordering and the operations * and i. Equation (4.7) is 
intimately related to this time-ordering. The function F in the formula 
(I;* G)(x) = F(x,) G(x,) depends only on x,, the part of the path x over 
[0, tl], whereas G depends only on x2, the part of x over [t,, t, + t,]; 
correspondingly, the operators K:(F) and K;*(G) appear first and second, 
respectively, on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.7). [Since the operator KY(G) 
acts first, Eq. (4.7) actually corresponds to precisely reversing the time- 
ordering. This can be rectified by working with the Banach space adjoint of 
the operators involved as is mentioned in [9, p. 251 and discussed carefully 
in [ 16, Remark 3.5, p. 1 lo].] 
Note that in order for Eq. (4.7) to hold, it is important that the 
functional integrals K;, defined in (1.1 ), act at the appropriate times. 
There is a natural definition of “commutator” relative to the operation *. 
Given F: C” + C and G: C’* -+ UI, the commutator [F, G] of F and G is a 
C-valued function on C”+‘2 which we define by 
[F,G]=F*G-G*F. (4.8) 
The next corollary shows that the functional integrals Ki( .) preserve 
commutators, a simple but conceivably significant result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let F: C” + @ and G: Cl2 + @ be given. 
(1) Fix i > 0. Suppose that K;( IF/ ) and KT( IGI ) exist. Then 
K? + ‘2( [F, G] ) exists and 
K;.I+~*([F, G])= [K;(F), K?(G)], (4.9) 
where the bracket on the right-hand side of (4.9) denotes the usual com- 
mutator of bounded operators on L’(rW”). 
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(2) Suppose that KS!(F) and KY(G) exist for all AE @; and that 
K;‘( ) FI ) and K;!( 1 G( ) exist for all A > 0. Then, for all A E C ; , K;! + ‘2( [IF, G] ) 
exists and (4.9) holds. 
Proof. The existence of K 2 + ‘J(F * G) and Ki + “(G * F) and, hence, 
of K;,‘+‘*([F, G]) is insured by Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. A 
straightforward calculation now yields (4.9): 
K;! + “( [F, G] ) = K;! + “(F * G - G * F) 
= K;1+ “(F * G) - K;! + “(G * F) 
= K;!(F) K;.2(G)- K;:(G) K:(F) 
= CK;.W, Ki2(G)I. I 
The following result is easily obtained by combining Theorem 3.4 with 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F: C” + @ and G: Cl2 + @ be given. 
(1) Fix A>O. Suppose that K;!(exp(F)) and K;T(exp(Re G)) exist. 
Then K;,’ + Q(exp( F i G)) exists and 
K;! +12(exp(F 4 G)) = K;!(exp(F)) K;‘(exp(G)). (4.10) 
(2) Suppose that K’J(exp(F)) and Ky(exp(G)) exist for all ,IE: @; and 
that Ky(exp(Re G)) exists for all I >O. Then, for all 1~ a=;, 
K? +‘Z(exp(F i G)) exists and (4.10) holds. 
Proof: According to Theorem 4.1 (respectively, Corollary 4.1), we know 
that for i > 0 (respectively, L E @ ; ), K;J + Q(exp(F) * exp(G)) exists and 
equals the right-hand side of (4.10). Moreover, by Eq. (3.15) of 
Theorem 3.4, exp(F -!- G) = exp(F) * exp(G). The present theorem now 
follows by combining these facts. 1 
Just as the exponential formula (3.15) was used to obtain Eq. (4.10), we 
could use the binomial formula (3.16) to obtain a related equation. We 
forego this here, but we will give such a formula in the Banach algebra set- 
ting, namely, Eq. (5.32) of Section 5. In fact, it is possible to give a variety 
of further formulas. However, we will limit ourselves in this section to one 
additional result; although it is a simple consequence of Corollary 4.2 and 
Theorem 4.2, the nature of the formula is perhaps slightly surprising. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let F: C” + C and G: Ctz + @ be given. 
(1) Fix i>O. Suppose that K;(exp(Re F)) and KY(exp(Re G)) exist. 
Then K;!+Q(exp(F i G)) and Ky+‘2(exp(G i F)) exist and 
CK!(exp(F)L K;.*(exp(G))l 
= KS! +Q(exp(F i G)) - K;! f’2(exp(G 4 F)). (4.11) 
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(2) Suppose that K;!(exp(F)) and K;f(exp(G)) exist for all 1 EC; and 
that K;!(exp(Re F)) and K’j(exp(Re G)) exist jbr all A> 0. Then, for all 
J-E:@;, K;! + ‘*(exp(F 4 G)) and K;! +Q(exp(G i F)) exist and (4.11) holds. 
ProoJ: The existence of the expression on the right-hand side of (4.11) 
is guaranteed by Theorem 4.2. Further, by Eqs. (4.8) and (3.15) 
[exp(F), exp(G)] = exp(F 4 G) - exp(G 4 F). (4.12) 
Equation (4.11) now follows by applying Kj. ‘I+‘* to both sides of (4.12) and 
using Corollary 4.2. m 
5. THE BANACH ALGEBRAS s!~, THE OPERATIONS * AND i, 
AND THE DISENTANGLING PROCESS 
We begin this section by reviewing facts about the Banach algebra 4 
introduced by us in [9, Sect. 61. We show, in Theorem 5.2, that the family 
of Banach algebras { &: t > 0} is closed under * and i by proving that, if 
FE &,, and G E .d,>, then F * G and F i G are in &,, + ,2. Several formulas 
given in the functional integration framework of the last section are seen to 
hold in the Banach algebra setting; in particular, we show that, if FEDS;, 
and GE dtZ, then (without further hypotheses) K;; +Q(F * G) = K;(F) KY(G) 
for all ,i E C; An immediate corollary of this result and our earlier work 
[9, Theorem 6.11 is that K;!(F) K;!(G) can be disentangled via a generalized 
Dyson series, thus resolving in the affirmative the question which initially 
motivated this work. 
We will see in this section that the noncommutative operations * and i 
combine with the Banach algebra framework and functional integration to 
provide a rich interlocking structure. 
Let t >O be fixed for now. We recall briefly some definitions and 
notation from [9]. More explanation and related references can be found 
in [9, especially Sect. 01. Let M[O, t) denote the space of C-valued Bore1 
measures on [0, t). Given q EM[O, t), a @-valued Bore1 measurable 
function 0 on [O, t)x IWN is said to belong to I?.,~:~=L,,;~[O, t) if 
where 1~1 in (5.1) denotes the usual total variation measure associated with 
q [3, Chap. 41. The functions (often called functionals) in s4, are formed as 
follows: Take a sequence {F,};= 0 of functions on C’ each of which is given 
by an expression of the form 
F,,(x) = fj j Qn.h, 4s)) &m,(s), (5.2) 
UC, co30 
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with m,, a nonnegative integer, ~,,,EM[O, t), and On.u~Lm,;V,,,. Assume 
that 
,!lf, J?, li~n,ull~rjl;~,,,< +m. 
Define a functional F by 
(5.3) 
F(A-“‘x+5)= f Fn(A-1’2x+~). (5.4) 
II=0 
It is shown in [9, Corollary 2.1, p. 331 that for every J. > 0, the series in 
(5.4) converges absolutely for Leb. x m,-a.e. (<, x) E IV x C;; &, is defined 
as the set of all equivalence classes of functionals F obtained in this 
manner. The representation of functionals in (5.4) and even in (5.2) is not 
unique. For FE &,, we let I\Flj, be the infimum of the left-hand side of (5.3) 
for all representations of F of the form (5.4). In Theorem 6.1 of [9, p. 701 it 
is shown that (JzZ,, 11.1) , is a commutative Banach algebra under pointwise 
multiplication and addition such that, given FE &,, K;(F) exists for all 
i, E C ; and satisfies 
IlK,(F)II d IIFII,. (5.5) 
The inequality (5.5) shows that the linear operator KS. from &, to 
g(L’( RN)) is bounded. 
One of the main results of [9] shows that each operator K;(F), FE d,, is 
given in disentangled form by a GDS (generalized Dyson series). See [9, 
Corollary 2.1, pp. 33-34, and Theorem 6.1, p. 701. We will sometimes refer 
to the Banach algebra d, as the “disentangling algebra.” Roughly speaking, 
a GDS is a time-ordered perturbation expansion of operators, One 
operator K;(F) may have many GDSs corresponding, in particular, to 
various representations of the form (5.4) (5.2). 
Remarks 5.1. (a) As was explained in various places in [9 J, for exam- 
ple, pp. 1-2, the use of LebesgueeStieltjes measures in the definition of <r;S, 
enabled us to blend continuous and discrete structures. 
We used the space M(0, t) throughout [9] with only two exceptions; 
however, the use of the open interval (0, t) was merely a matter of con- 
venience as was essentially noted in [9, pp. 8, 393. 
(b) If the measures qn,u in (5.2) are all taken to be Lebesgue measure, 
we obtain a Banach subalgebra a, of the disentangling algebra dZ. This 
Banach subalgebra was introduced and studied in [12, especially 
pp. 121-1241 except that, in [12], the functions 8,, were taken to be 
Lebesgue measurable rather than Bore1 measurable. A Banach algebra 
closely related to .%?, was introduced earlier in [ll]. In [12], a Dyson 
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series was given for each FE aI. These perturbation series are rather 
general in certain respects but possess a much less complicated com- 
binatorial structure than the GDSs from [9]. The papers [12, 1 l] are 
relevant to Feynman’s operational calculus. However, the connection, 
although suspected by the authors of [ll, 121, was not understood at the 
time. 
(c) Since t varies in this paper, we are using the symbols K;., dt;, and 
(I.11 I instead of K,, d, and (I/ . I/), respectively, which were used in [9]. 
Our first heorem provides the key step in showing that if F is in JY=$ and 
G is in d12, then F* G and F $ G are in &,,+,,. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let t > 0 and suppose that HE dS ~ r, where 0 d r < s d t. 
Let R: Cl-+ C” be the restriction map (i.e., the map that restricts x in C’ to 
the subinterval [r, s]) and let T: Cr.” -+ c”-’ be the translation map. Then 
Ho TORE&~ and 
lIH~T~RlI,d JIM,-.. (5.6) 
Remark. Note that T= T’,” as in (2.4) but that R is slightly different 
than R, and R2 from (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, since the restriction is 
allowed to be to any subinterval. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let HE &s-r. We take an arbitrary represen- 
tation of H in terms of measures /?“+E M[O, s-r) and functions 52,, E 
Loo,;B,,,[O, s-r), n=O, 1, 2, . . . . U= 1, . . . . m,, such that 
H(z)= f fi 1 Qn,u(~, z(a)) d&u(~), ZE C”, (5.7) 
,*=o u=l c0.J-r) 
where 
(5.8) 
Translate Q,, and p,,. to [r, s). Call the resulting functions and measures 
Qj,‘,! and a:‘;, respectively. More precisely, 
sZ(‘)(o v)=Q n,u 3 n. u (a-r u) 9 9 aE[r,s), vE[WN, (5.9a) 
and, given BE %Y( [r, s)), the Bore1 class of [r, s), we have 
E?(B) = B,..(B - r). (5.9b) 
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In view of (5.9), we have 
= s IlQl!lh .)II zc d lPL!?lk~). (5.10) Cr.d 
Next we extend S2$ and a,,. (‘1to [0 t) by letting both be zero off the inter- 
val [r, s). Call the resulting functions and measures @,:A and pi!;, respec- 
tively. In particular, fl4JB) = /?!/$B n [r, s)), for BE g( [0, t)). Note that 
/?Lfi E M[O, t) and that 
s IIQ’*‘(a, .)I1 d IP’*‘l(a) CO.~) n’” IxI n,u 
= I IlQ”‘(a . Ill d lP”‘l(o) n,u 3 (I: n.u cr.>, 
= I IIQnJ~, .)II, d IP,z.,l(a) < +m, (5.11) [O,s -r) 
where we have used (5.10) in the last equation. In view of (5.11), $2~~~ E
L,,,pp~ 1). 
For’x E C’, 
It now follows from (5.1), (5.11), (5.12) and the definition of the norm as 
the inlimum of the left-hand side of (5.3) taken over all representations that 
Since the representation of Z-Z in (5.3) was arbitrary, it follows from (5.13) 
that HOROTE&, and IJHoRoTIJ,g IIHll,-r, as desired. 1 
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The following theorem will enable us to study the operations * and i in 
the context of the Banach algebras (~$9,: t > O}. It will serve as a connecting 
link with the results of the previous sections. 
THEOREM 5.2. If FE -tit, and GE A$, then F * G and F i G are in 
J$ + ,,; further 
and 
lIF* W/,+/,6 IIFII,, IIGll,z (5.14) 
IIF i Gil ,, +,> G IIFII ,,+ IIGII 12. (5.15) 
Proof: Let x E C” + lz. By definition of the operations * and i (see (3.2)’ 
and (3.3)‘) 
(F* G)(x)= (Fo R,)(x)(Go To R,)(x) (5.16) 
and 
(F i G)(x) = (Fo R,)(x) + (Go To R,)(x), (5.17) 
where R, : C” ’ I2 -+ C” and R,: C” + ‘* + C”,” + Q are the restriction maps 
and T: C”“’ +‘? + C’* is the translation map. The map R of Theorem 5.1 
corresponds to R, and R,, respectively, for the special cases (i) r = 0, 
s=t,, and t=t,+t, and (ii) r=tl, s=t=t,+t,. Further, the translation 
map of Theorem 5.1 corresponds to Tin case (ii), whereas it is equal to the 
identity in case (i). 
We deduce from Theorem 5.1 that Fo RI and Go To RI belong to J$+ ,2 
and that 
IIFoR,Il,,+,,G llFll,jt IIGoToRzllr,+,>d IIGII,,. (5.18) 
It now follows from (5.16) and (5.17) that F * G and F $ G are in .g,+,, 
and that, by (5.18) 
llF* GIl,,+,,6 llf’~R~Il,,+t~ lIG~T~R,II,,+,,G IId,, JIGlIt, 
and 
IIF + G/l ,,+,zG lIF~R,lI,,+,,+ IIG~T~Rzllr,+r~~ Il~ll,,+ IIGIIt,. 
as desired. Note that we have used here the fact that &,, +r2 is a normed 
algebra. 1 
We emphasize to the reader that each disentangling algebra &, has its 
own operations, pointwise addition and commutative multiplication. The 
operations * and i are additional operations which act on a pair of 
algebras &,, x &,, and produce an element of the algebra &,,, + ,*. 
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The next result shows that * and i are compatible with the structure of 
the Banach algebras (&,, /I ./I ,), t > 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The operation * (resp., -k ) is C-bilinear (resp., 
C-linear) and continuous from d!, x JZ$ to &,, + ,2. Further, * and i are 
“associative” in the sense that if FE d,, , G E s$, and HE &,,, then the 
jollowing equalities hold in SZ$ + 12 + ,,: 
(F*G)*H=F*(G*H), (5.19) 
(Fj G) i H=F/ (G i H). (5.20) 
Proof: The algebraic properties follow from their counterparts in 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 as well as from Theorem 5.2. The continuity of * 
(resp., i ) is a consequence of the bilinearity (resp., linearity) and the norm 
estimate (5.14) (resp., (5.15)). 1 
Lemma 5.1, to follow, will be useful in the proof of Theorem 5.3 below 
and is of some independent interest. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let GE&,. Then there exists GDe&* which dominates G. 
Further, Kj( ICI) exists for all i > 0. 
Proof Consider a representation of G of the form 
G(x)= f fj j” ~,t,u(s, x(s)) dvn,u(s), (5.21) 
n=O UC, co-t) 
where 
Define G, by 
G,(x) = .,% fj, j-O ,) len,u(s, x(s))1 d Iv,,,l(s). 
The functional G, dominates G in the sense that 
IG(E,-“*x+()1 dG,(A-“*x+5) 
(5.22) 
for all A >O and Leb. xm,-a.e. (5, X)E lRN x C&. Clearly, G,E&~. 
Consequently, &(G,) exists for all AE C; [9, Theorem 6.1, p. 701 and, in 
particular, for all ;1> 0 as we recalled just preceding (5.5). It now follows 
from Remark 4.2(b) that KX( ICI) exists for all A > 0. 1 
Note that Lemma 5.1 does not assert that ICI E &, but only that &(IG() 
exists for all A> 0. 
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The next theorem, which is now an easy consequence of our earlier 
results, is one of the main theorems of this paper. As an immediate 
corollary, we obtain a solution to the problem concerning disentangling 
which was stated in the Introduction and that initially motivated this work. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let FE&~, and GE.x&. Then, for all AEC;, KY(F), 
Ki*( G), and K;.l+ “(F * G) exist and 
K;!+‘z(F* G)= KY(F) K;.*(G). (5.23) 
Proof: Recall again that if HE &,, K:(H) exists for all 1 EC;. The 
result now follows from Theorem 5.2 according to which F * GE dr, + 12, 
Corollary 4.1 on functional integrals, as well as Lemma 5.1. Note that this 
lemma justifies the fact that the hypothesis of Corollary 4.1, stating that 
KF( ICI) exists for all A > 0, is satisfied. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. If FE XI,,, and GE &,,, then, for all 1 E C;, 
K:(F) K;,*(G) can be disentangled via a generalized Dyson series (GDS) for 
K; + ‘*(F * G). 
Proof. Recall that if HE dz, then, for all I EC;, K;.(H) can be 
disentangled via a GDS [9, Theorem 6.1, p. 703. But F* G is in the 
disentangling algebra &,, + ,* and so the result follows from Eq. (5.23) of 
Theorem 5.3. 1 
The next result is the counterpart of Corollary 4.2 and is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 5.3. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let FE&~, and GE&~*. Then [F, G] :=F* G-G* F 
is in &,, + ,* and, for all 1 E C ; , 
K;!+‘*([F, G])= [K;,‘(F), K;*(G)]. (5.24) 
In reference to the next result, the counterpart of Theorem 4.2, we 
mention that the functional calculus for Banach algebras assures us 
that exp(H) E d, if HE d*. Since the Banach algebra operations are just 
pointwise addition and multiplication, exp(H), in the sense of the Banach 
algebra &, , coincides with exp(H), which was defined pointwise in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let FE &,, and GE &,*. Then the following equality holds 
in 4, + ,*: 
exp(F i G) = exp(F) * exp(G); 
further, for all A E @ ; , 
(5.25) 
K;! +Q(exp(F i G)) = K;!(exp(F)) K;:(exp(G)). (5.26) 
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ProoJ Equation (5.25) is just Eq. (3.15) of Theorem 3.4, interpreted in 
d ,,+,2. Equation (5.26) now follows from Theorem 5.3. Note that the fact 
that HE SQ, implies that K;!(exp(H)) exists for all A E C; . 1 
Remarks 5.2. (a) The exponential formula (5.26) is the counterpart of 
Theorem 4.2. Observe that this result, as well as Theorem 5.3, 
Corollary 5.2, and Corollary 5.3 below, takes a simpler form in the Banach 
algebra setting than in Section 4. 
(b) It is well known that if A and B are noncommuting operators, 
then the formula 
exp(A + B) = exp(A) exp(B) (5.27) 
may fail. Nevertheless, Feynman gives examples which show that 
Eq. (5.27), properly understood using his time-ordering convention and 
“disentangling,” may also hold and be useful when A and B are noncom- 
muting [4, Eq. (4), p. 110, and Eq. (8), p. 111, . ..I. There are various ways 
of making Feynman’s ideas precise in certain cases [ 1, 5, 9, 15-18, 20, 211. 
In our present setting, the form of the paradoxical equation (5.27) is 
preserved in Eq. (5.25) thanks to the fact that we have changed the 
ordinary algebraic operations + and into the noncommutative operations 
i and *, respectively. 
Note that we are not working directly with operators but with 
functionals; we lirst establish (5.25) for functionals and then derive the 
corresponding formula (5.26) for the operator-valued functional integrals. 
(c) In Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26), one sees particularly clearly the 
relationships between aspects of the present work and that of Lapidus on 
the “Feynman-Kac formula with a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure” [14, 16, 
171. (See especially [ 14, p. 12; 16, p. 130, and Theorem 2.4, p. 991.) 
(d) In [19], an axiomatic formulation of key aspects of Feynman’s 
operational calculus is developed in which, for instance, the abstract 
analogue of Eq. (5.25) holds. 
The last corollary which we will formally state is the counterpart of 
Corollary 4.3 in the setting of the Banach algebras { &,: t > O}. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let FE &,,, and GE d,*. Then the following equality 
holds in s&, + 12: 
[exp(F), exp(G)l = exp(F i G) - exp(G i F); 
,further, for all 2 E C ; , 
(5.28) 
CWevV’)), JG(ev(G))l 
= K;!+‘*(exp(F i G)) - K;; +Q(exp(G 4 F)). (5.29) 
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Proof The result follows from Corollary 4.3 with the aid of Lem- 
ma 5.1. 1 
Many further formulas hold in the setting of the Banach algebras 
{ drc9,: t > O}. We conclude this paper by simply stating three examples. 
(i) Let FEJZ$ and GE dial;,, then the following equality holds in 
4, + r2: 
cos(F i G) = (cos F) * (cos G) - (sin F) * (sin G); 
further, for all 1 E @ ; , 
(5.30) 
K;! +‘2[~~~(F i G)] = K;,‘(cos(F)) K~(cos(G)) 
- K;!(sin(F)) Q(sin(G)). (5.31) 
(ii) Given FE s4,, and G E &,:,, the binomial formula (3.16) holds in 
4, +1*9 and, for all 1 E @ ; , 
K?+Q[(F i G)“] = c n! K;,‘(Ff’) K;:(GY). 
p+Y=nP! 4! 
(5.32) 
Recall from Remark 3.2(b) that F” = l,, and Go = l,,. It follows that 
K;(F’)=exp[-t,(Ho/l)] and Q(G’)=exp[-t,(H$A)], where Ho is the 
free Hamiltonian acting in L*(rW”). Some basic facts about the 
holomorphic semigroup exp( -zH,) are reviewed in [9, p. 73. 
(iii) Let Fje <g,, j= 1, . . . . n. Then the equality 
exp(F, i . + . i F,,) = exp(F, ) * . * exp( F,) (5.33) 
holds in -r4,, + + ,n, and, for all 1 E @ ; , 
K;!+ “’ +‘,[exp(F, 4 ... 4 F,)] = K;(exp(F,))...Kj$exp(F,)). (5.34) 
A careful discussion of Eqs. (5.33) and (5.34) would involve the maps Rj, 
j = 1, . ..) n, which were mentioned in Section 2 just before Eq. (2.4). 
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